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Anna Cross, Group Finance Director

Good morning. I’m going to start by reiterating a few key messages from the quarter end, and then we’ll go to Q&A as usual.

So, a record quarter of profitability for Barclays, a RoTE of 15% and double-digit returns in all of our operating business, leaving us in a good position to hit our above 10% target for 2023. And just to remind you, I’m going to use that word, probably not for the last time today, it’s a floor, the 10% target.

Income was up 11%, £740m, year on year, with high-quality income growth across the Group. We produced a new slide for you this [quarter], slide 9, which really illustrated that. Our BUK NIM was 318 basis points, up 8 basis points in the quarter, and we expect NIM to build throughout the year, although more gradually than we saw from Q4 to Q1. Our guidance reiterates [greater than] 320 basis points for FY23, and the drivers were exactly as we expected them to be at Q4. So continued hedge momentum, some lagged base rate effect, continued mortgage [margin] churn, and we’re really starting to see the beginnings of deposit migration. Neutral treasury effects, quarter on quarter, with an expected tailwind, modestly through the remainder of the year.

Our CC&P income was up 47%, year on year, driven mainly by balance growth in US cards, and also in Payments and the Private Bank. US cards is a meaningfully bigger book than it was, it’s up 30%, year on year. It generates not just higher income, but also higher costs and impairment, as we would have expected, and in line with our Group guidance on both. CIB income was the second best quarter on record, reflecting diversification within that business, including NII in the Corporate Bank and the investments that we’ve made. We have continued our disclosure on financing and provided the split between financing and intermediation within Markets, to give you a better sense of the drivers underpinning the Markets business.

Total costs were broadly flat to last year, but within that, operating costs, excluding L&C and bank levy, were up by £0.5bn. That reflected FX and seasonality, and the efficiencies that we’ve made, which are, to date, broadly offsetting inflation. It reflects the business growth we are already seeing and also some impact from investment for future growth. The cost/income ratio was 57% for the quarter, and we still expect low 60s this year. And we gave you some additional colour on that guidance, notably that we expected Q1 operating costs of £4.1bn to be the highest quarter in 2023, and actually, expecting Q1 to be the highest quarter for CIB costs on operating costs. Taken together, those pieces of guidance, hopefully, will give you a good sense of how we’re thinking about costs, but also about income for both the Group and the CIB.

Now, just to flag at this stage, the consolidation of our UK Wealth and Private Banking business is going to be neutral for the Group overall, but will result in a cost transfer from BUK to CC&P during the second quarter, and we are going to give you more guidance on that at the appropriate time.

The impairment charge in Q1 was £524m. That was in line, both in quantum and in location, with our expectation, reflecting US cards growth year on year, and the gradual normalisation in credit. The loan loss rate, at 52 basis points, was within the 50-60 basis points guidance, which we reiterated for the full year, and our coverage ratios remain strong.

Total deposits were up £10bn quarter on quarter to £556bn, but customer deposits were down £5bn quarter on quarter, reflecting what are probably normal seasonal patterns.
And just to round off, Group CET1 was around the middle of our target range at 13.6%, down 30 basis points quarter on quarter, predominantly reflecting the capital effects that we iterated at the year end. We remain confident in our ability to generate capital through the year to support distributions to our shareholders. We also grew our TNAV to 301p, up 6p quarter on quarter, or 7p year on year.

So, I’m going to pause there and take your questions. We’re going to run the meeting as we have done in the past. I’ll go around the tables until we’ve answered all of your questions. Please, can you introduce yourself as you start speaking, and your institution, as this is being transcribed. We’ll aim to wrap up at around nine, or just after nine, to let you get on with your days. So, with that, I’m going to ask for a first question.[...]

**Joseph Dickerson, Jefferies**

Just a couple of quick questions. First on buybacks, you have talked before about having a regular cadence to the buybacks. [You didn’t do one at Q1], and probably haven’t done one before at the first quarter. How do you think about the rhythm of buybacks, [...] as it’s ultimately key in discussions with investors and one of the most important things in terms of driving shareholder value? [...] Secondly, in the Transaction Banking line within the CIB. That was strong year over year, but I think it came out in the high £700ms, still £90m–£100m below where we [at Jefferies] were looking. [...] Was there a volume or behavioural impact there, or was it just simply the impact of the rate benefit starting to ratchet down a little?

**Anna Cross**

Our distribution policy hasn’t changed, so what you’ll see is a progressive dividend. That’s what we’ve called out, and you can presumably see that in the dividend accrual we’ve made in the first quarter. And then, what we’ve said in the past, and I would still hold to now is, as and when appropriate, we will supplement that with additional capital distribution, including buybacks. To date, we have, typically, [announced] those around Q2 and Q4, but they are a matter for the Board. But that’s the discussion that I would expect to be having with the Board ahead of the Q2 results, as we would normally do. That doesn’t preclude us from doing a buyback in different quarters. It’s a bit more flexible as a tool. That’s one of the reasons why we like to use it. It’s a useful [way of us getting] capital back to shareholders in quite a flexible way. So, I don’t want to be beholden to just that pattern, but hopefully you’ve seen a cadence thus far.

On your second question on Transaction Banking, a couple of things to call out. The first is that remembering in Q1 the day count is lower, you’ve got 90 business days vs. 92. Secondly, there are deposit effects in Transaction Banking or corporate banking that are similar to the ones that we and our competitors have called out, just in seasonal patterns of payments. In corporates, they tend to be more dominated by dividend payments, so you’d see dividend payments occur typically in Q1. That means that sometimes you get a reduction in Transaction Banking balances, and then they recover towards the end. So, if you look at the average, you’ll see, it’s perhaps a little bit lower.

Having said all that, if I look forward, what I would say is, we’ve seen quite a bit of migration happen in Transaction Banking, as we would expect. We’d expect that to continue, but we’re quite well through it, we believe. If you think about the nature of corporates, they’re going to move their deposits quite quickly. So, we’ve seen some compression, that’s also having an impact quarter on quarter, but given that we’re quite well through it and also that we do expect some stability in balances and growth in some of the fee lines, we’re pretty happy with the level that we saw in Q1. So broadly stable from here on.

**Alvaro Serrano, Morgan Stanley**

Two questions, one on another revenue line in the CIB, on the Corporate Lending line. I asked this on the results call, but when we think about the run rates and the lower marks in leverage financing, I think you alluded to this being a good base for going forward. Is your confidence in this as a base due to better visibility related to lower marks because the marks have cleared, and you don’t need to take any more marks, or have you actually lowered the exposure, as you’ve been doing? So, is it more lower exposure, or you’ve finally met the marks or maybe both... Some colour on that, as we think about it going forward and whatever market dynamics might happen?

And the second question is more about distribution capacity, maybe a follow-up. Obviously, you distribute the capital generation, [as you have done in the past]. But when we think about Basel IV on 1 January 2025, how low do you think you can reduce the capital on day one before you build it back up? I’m just thinking, is 13%, the lower end of the range, really a realistic place you can be, or how should we think about it when we think about your distribution capacity for the next two years?
Anna Cross

Okay, so let me start with Corporate Lending. So, just to remind you, there are four things within our Corporate Lending line, there’s Corporate Lending itself, there’s the costs of our first loss protection through the significant risk transfers (SRTs), there are leverage loan marks, and then there are the costs of the hedges that we have against our leverage finance book.

So, what’s really going on there quarter on quarter is two things. The first is that in Q1, there are no meaningful marks, and indeed you might remember, during Q4 we said that we’d reduce our pipeline or our exposure by 50%. We continued to reduce that exposure in Q1, and actually, into April, we’ve exited some positions. We’ve done that pretty much on the marks, which has given us confidence about the positions that we have taken. So, no marks in the quarter. Secondly, because that exposure has come down, our requirement to hedge it has also come down. And we had increased the hedges, given stress in that market last year. So, lower exposure, lower hedging and lower costs are essentially flowing through that line. So those impacts that you are seeing, are essentially, a reversal of that real intensification in that market that you saw in Q4.

From here, as the positions continue to clear, you might expect to see those hedges falling slightly. The item that will remain there remember, is the SRT trades. So, you might see some movement from here, but historically we’ve talked about a much higher number, and I don’t think it will get back to there because we’re hedging a lot more on the loss protection than we previously were.

In terms of Basel IV and distribution capacity, it’s still a bit early to say, to be honest, because we are working through, in some detail, the proposals that are out there. We’re in discussions with our regulators and we haven’t changed our guidance still towards the lower end of the range that we gave you. Typically, what we do is, we’d build towards a regulatory position, you’ve seen us do that in the past, but equally, that 5 to 10% was based on a pre-mitigated position. It’s quite difficult to give you precise ranges until we understand, firstly, what the final positions are, and, secondly, the extent to which we believe that we can mitigate those. But typically, we would try and hold higher capital towards a regulatory change, in order to absorb the impact, the extent of that remains [to be determined.]

Perlie Mong, KBW

Two questions, one is on US [cards delinquency] patterns. I think on the results call, you said a lot this is Gap portfolio seasoning, I think the latest Dry Rock data shows it ticking up further. So, is that just further seasoning from the Gap portfolio?

And the second part is on CIB revenue. I know you don’t comment on quarterly progression outside of the results, but just generally speaking, from 2020 which was the COVID year, banks were struggling, and at that time people thought your performance was a one-off. Since then, it has kept going better and better in terms of revenue in the CIB every year, and obviously Q1 was very strong as well. Has the base got to a level that feels sustainable, like different parts of business doing better in different years, or would you expect it to normalise through to closer to pre-COVID levels eventually?

Anna Cross

On US cards, there’s really two or three things going on there. There’s obviously, the balances are higher, and that’s in some part, driving the charge. But also, there is a normalisation of delinquency levels, I would say, both for Gap and for the existing book. That’s basically customers spending more, their risk behaviour starting to normalise post-COVID as they start to spend money again. Still well below pre-pandemic levels, and you can see that it’s stepped up towards the back end of 2022. There was some increase into 2023, but probably not as sharp as the previous quarters.

So, it feels like that’s getting to a more normal state, but I would expect those delinquencies to continue to rise over time, simply because they’re just so far below pre-pandemic levels still. But all of that is included within our impairment guidance that we’ve given you. I think the other thing I would say is, what I was trying to point out on Gap is, just as an accounting matter, when we acquire a book, whether that be in cards or anything, when we acquire it stage one, and as those customers start to spend money and even increase their spending, they don’t have to show any signs of delinquency, they can migrate into stage 2.
So, again, that’s what we expected. It’s just part of the growth of acquiring a new book, if you like. So, all of that, in terms of the quantum of the charge and where it was, is what we anticipated. So, we’re not concerned about it, and overall, the trends remain within the bounds of expectations from the Gap portfolio.

On the CIB, if I step back and just say, what are we trying to achieve in the CIB. We are trying to achieve a business that can perform in a range of macroeconomic environments, and that means that we want to build out businesses that were, in some ways, offsetting and in some other ways, created a stability to the franchise. So, the two I would call out that have created greater stability are, obviously, the improvement in result that we’ve seen from the Corporate side, where you’ve, essentially, got a NIM-based business performing very strongly. This because of a rates tailwind, but also because of the investments that we’ve made in it, balance growth and so on. Also, the Financing business, which is why we’ve given you that disclosure. There’s some seasonality to that business, but inherently, it is more stable than the other parts of Markets. So, we sought to invest in those to create that stability.

Across the rest of the business, they are clearly more influenced by the macroeconomic environment, but you’ve seen, as that environment has changed, either through periods of really high equity volatility where we’ve done really well in Equities, or low, where we see it set back in the current quarter, or high periods of rates and macro volatility, FICC has performed. So actually, through a series of quarters, you see different businesses, including Banking, step forward and step back. That’s kind of operating as we were designing it to.

From here, to the extent that those wallets increase and decrease because of the environment, obviously our results will increase and decrease. But the other thing that we’ve done is we’ve grown market share in those businesses by specific investments again, so including, for example, in M&A.

So you would hope that even though the market might be smaller in particular environments, our revenues would be higher. And that’s really what we’re trying to achieve. So I think we’ve got greater confidence in the whole than we have in its constituent parts, because by design, they’re supposed to somewhat offset one another. [...] 

**Guy Stebbings, Exane BNP Paribas**

Just a question around valuation and strategy. You’ve just delivered a good set of results, as you say, double-digit returns across the businesses. You demonstrated through COVID and other troubling times the effectiveness of the diversification of the business model. But you trade on a lower multiple than many peers. The implied cost of equity is [much higher] if you doubled the ROTE target. Do you have a view on any misconceptions that are out there in the market? Anything that you can do to address it? Is that something that the management team should be doing to try and help the valuation?

And eventually, do you think that actually, it’s about delivering on the strategy, avoiding things like the US Shelf Over-issuance and then the market just gives you credit when you get there? And then linked to that, should the implied cost of equity have any impact on the strategy as the bank tries to deliver the returns target you are trying to generate?

**Anna Cross**

I think there’s a number of different things here which hopefully you will see us try to do. The first point is one that you know, which is really about consistency. We think it’s really important to deliver a consistent set of results without surprises, operating our businesses well, managing our risks well. And so we really feel that’s at the heart of all of this, which is to give investors, in their broader sense, confidence in our ability to generate good returns.

I find it really interesting when I look at consensus. On the one hand, we get questions about greater than 10%, and for many folks [within consensus their estimates are still below 10%]. So that’s something we wrestle with a bit, and I do think a lot of that is about consistency, and consistency in delivering, including for example, in the CIB. So that’s number one, just do it very well, boring, quarter on quarter.

I think the second point is you’re going to see points of emphasis in terms of our investments and the way we arrange ourselves that hopefully help think about how we’re trying to manage the business. I’ll give you a couple of examples. Bringing our Wealth and Private Banking business back together is more than symbolic. We believe we’ve got an opportunity to grow it.
To us, this is not as simple as an investment bank versus consumer bank point. It’s actually about utilisation of capital in the firm. And that business is inherently more capital-light. It’s one where we have real elements of strength. We think we can make a meaningful difference by putting it back together. So you’ll see more of that from Q2 onwards.

Similarly, the purpose of giving you more guidance and more insight into the CIB is to try and show you that it’s not just one amorphous Markets business, for example, one amorphous Banking business, but there’s elements within that which are either inherently more stable or even if they’re not, like M&A, actually lend themselves to fee line capital-light growth. So that’s the greater emphasis that we have, and hopefully you will see that over time.

And to tie that to your second question, I guess one of the reasons why the implied cost of equity for Barclays is quite high is probably that perceived volatility or that perceived capital heaviness. So to a certain extent, there’s a piece around demonstrating our ability to grow in those areas, which should absolutely reduce that cost of equity over time.

So there’s a number of different strands to this, and hopefully you’ll find it helpful to see the additional disclosure as we give it to you, and that will make it easier for you to understand what it is we’re trying to achieve. [...] 

Raul Sinha, J.P.Morgan

If I could just follow up the discussion with a question around capital allocation approach. If you look at 2022, the last year, there was roughly 34 basis points of capital that moved to bolt-on acquisitions. Clearly, there’s Gap, but you already knew it was coming, so 20 basis points in the second quarter. And then there was Kensington, which was this year, but it was pro forma’ed into the capital ratio in Q4 when the discussion of the buyback happened. So there is a 34-basis-point run rate towards acquisitions.

Can I ask for your thoughts on whether that’s the normal run rate going forward or what we should think about when we do our maths on how much capital Barclays can distribute? Do you have a sense on how much capital we should think about going into acquisitions? So that’s the first one.

And then the second one is, I was wondering if you’ve got any thoughts for us around if you have a long stress testing regime for this year. I guess it’s very mild right now for you, in the background. They have started thinking about liquidity and usability buffers and so on. So any thoughts around the changes you might expect?

Anna Cross

It’s very difficult to know the exact basis points, and they’re actually quite different decisions. So let’s just think about the US cards business for a moment. The US cards business, because it’s actually based on a number of portfolios, you’re somewhat beholden to the maturity of those portfolios when they come up for renewal, etc. And our desire is to diversify that portfolio more significantly than we have. COVID was a big learning for us, we were so exposed to travel. We obviously saw quite a reduction in our balances.

Obviously Gap is a diversification, and it gives us the opportunity to do more retail portfolios at the right time. But Gap was a really big acquisition for us, about $3bn of balances and 10 million customers added to our customer base. So operationally, it was a big piece for us to digest.

But in that US cards market, you are almost always looking, always in the market, simply because that’s just the way it works. These partnerships come up for renewal quite regularly. Gap was quite outsized in its scale really. So to a certain extent, we would want to digest that and would expect us to do more portfolio acquisitions in the future. The timing of that is quite difficult to call out and they will vary in scale.

On Kensington, Kensington is a specific risk capability that we did not have in BUK, which was around complex mortgage risk, essentially, income determination. And our mortgage capability in the UK has been very vanilla, very efficient, and so we had a choice of either building that capability over time or buying it. The opportunity came to buy it, which is what we did. That was very opportunistic, and I’m not saying we won’t do tuck-ins elsewhere, but I think that’s much less likely than the build-up of partner acquisitions in the US. [...] 

Raul Sinha

So, 34 basis points per year is definitely too high, it sounds like.
Anna Cross

What I would say is that the Kensington part of that was quite different to the other part. The other is a bit more business as usual. I’m not saying we’re not going to do tuck-ins, but they will be much more opportunistic. And actually, as I look at the UK now, it feels like we’ve filled in the large part of the capability gap that we had.[…]

On the PRA and liquidity, the liquidity stress testing framework across Europe and the UK is actually extremely well developed and quite different to what is in place in the US. I’m certain that they will be considering it, and we are starting those discussions with them, but it’s quite early days.

What I would say though, is the position that we take is that regulation is a bit of a baseline. The stresses that we put ourselves through are significantly more exacting than the regulatory ones that we face. So we’re stressing our legal entities every day, being both market-wide and [idiosyncratic] stresses. We are looking at things like depositor concentration, digital engagement of depositors, banking relationship, etc. So when we look at our liquidity stresses, we are down at that level of granularity.

If they were to bring in something, I would expect them to do so, around the speed of stresses and how that might be different now versus in the past. I would say, to a large extent, that’s how we are already thinking about our stress within the liquidity perspective. And that’s why we hold ourselves to a higher standard. You can see that our LCR has been 160% or more for a number of years now. That’s not something that we’ve gone to more recently. So we just manage appropriately.

Ben Toms, RBC

I guess as another way of asking Raul’s question, is that over time, the proportion that the CIB revenues make-up of the Group has grown. Can you give just an indication directionally into the future? Do you think that that will reverse on the basis that the structural hedge tailwinds, which the majority go into the UK, probably outweigh the growth that we’re going to see in the Investment Bank, which you now said, on the whole, is more stable a revenue base?

Anna Cross

The UK definitely has some tailwinds in the structural hedge, and there’s some tailwind in Transaction Banking as well, as you know. So about a third of our hedging goes into the CIB, both in terms of product and equity structural hedge, so it has its own tailwind.

I don’t think this is as simple as CIB versus non CIB. I think we need to think about it more granularly than that. We do have a desire to grow our Corporate business. That is part of Barclays, at 330 years old. It’s a key franchise business that has its roots in the UK, but also, it has some growth opportunities in Europe and indeed in the US.

The CIB is a very, very broad business with opportunities for growth within it, including corporate, including M&A. I would think about this as capital-light or capital-lighter versus capital-heavier rather than an explicit desire to grow consumer faster than the CIB.[…]

James Invine, Societe Generale

I’ve got two, please. The first is that earlier this year, you hired Vim Maru, and I think he’s probably been with you now for two or three months. I was just wondering if he has presented you any reflections that he has on his portfolio of businesses and anything that might change there.

And then the second question is on cross-subsidisation. So does the management team think of it as an issue that one set of customers is effectively generating an outsized share of the bank’s profits? And would you try and seek to normalise that?

Anna Cross

[.]Vim has been here for a number of months now, you might see him, because he just sits across the hallway. It’s a bit early to discuss externally his views. What I would say though is he is running the business that would see the integration of the Wealth and Private Banking business. He will be responsible for that, and that’s really exciting, both for him and for us, to join those businesses back together, because we split them during the ring-fence. So that will be a primary focus for him. And, of course, how do we continue to grow our US cards business, and I would say finally, really embedding our Payments business into our existing Corporate and SME customers, I think would be a really
high-level sketch of his priorities. But I’m sure that you will see him in time, particularly when we’re ready to talk about that combining of things.

In terms of customer subsidisation, it’s quite interesting, isn’t it? Because I presume that you are specifically talking about retail.

James Irvine

Yes.

Anna Cross

Running a retail business has a significant degree of fixed cost about it. In the past, that would’ve been rooted in branches. Obviously, they are still a key part of the offering that we have, and the other formats that we are taking customers to.

But there’s also a key part which is digital. And to a certain extent, my old boss, Ashok Vaswani, used to say it’s actually a technology company with a balance sheet. The technological requirements to go into a retail business are really significant, both in terms of the bits that you see in the app but also the resilience that underpins it.

Some customers are more profitable than others, frankly. But the way we think about it is this is a lifetime relationship. So if you take customers all the way through, from teenagers like my daughter is now, who I’m sure is not our most profitable customer, all the way through the life stages, through to probably being at the more profitable end, which is someone with investments and liabilities to deposit with us, who is really looking for advice, and everything in between. We need to look at that lifetime for a customer, because that’s really what we’re dealing with in retail.

And one of the things that we disclosed was really the proportion of our retail customers who have that really long lifespan with us. And that’s really what running a deposit franchise is about, what running a retail franchise is about. They’re not deposits, they’re customers. So to a certain extent, you need to manage your costs as best you can by deploying digital as well as you can, and really looking for points of inefficiency across that network, but trying to think about the lifetime profitability of that customer.

Guy Stebbings

On the Wealth and Private Bank integration. I appreciate we will need to wait a while for some guidance around that, but can you share a little bit more in terms of the strategic rationale for that and precisely why now is the right time to bring those businesses back together? Has it got anything to do with interpretations on ring-fencing and that sort of thing?

Anna Cross

So to be really candid, running them separately has been quite hard. We split them during the ringfence and that has definitely created some inefficiency. I would say inefficiency in the way that we invest and we manage the teams that underpin those businesses. Just because we don’t want a ginormous fence between it all.

I would also say, that the question just asked around the continuum of customers. Actually, you want to be able to have a conversation that goes all of the way from Premier and having your first ISA all the way through to hopefully becoming a Private Banking customer with all of that entails without stopping halfway through, and then going “I’m really sorry I’ve got to move your legal entity.” That whole customer continuum, we think will be better.

I also think that in terms of management focus, and really bringing that together to a single strategy. Because the piece that sits within the UK is essentially the digitised platform. And the piece that sits outside the UK is a bit more of the advanced element. Actually, that digitised platform and the capabilities that it required is just as relevant to going after clients who want to have some interaction with their own investments. So just combining that capability and putting a management focus around, okay, so that works for a Premier client who has £100,000. But does it really work for this Wealth client who’s got £20m? So that we think is really important.

That’s the specific reason for it. No specifics around ring fencing anymore, or anything like that. It’s really about our desire to grow it and the procedure efficiencies that we’ve created. [...]


Chris Cant, Autonomous

If I could just ask on Group structure. I appreciate that we haven’t seen any big stresses in European funding markets yet. But do you think the fact that you’re ringfenced puts you at a potential disadvantage [versus others] if we do start to see stress coming from the US? And related to that point, can you give us an indication of what proportion of deposits in the non-ringfenced bank are insured? I’m guessing it’s very low.

And on this recent question around the consolidation of the Wealth and Private Banking businesses. Presumably you’re doing that outside of the ringfence. So, does the liquidity position of the Group and where liquidity sits feed into that position at all?

Anna Cross

I would turn that on its head, if I’m honest. Because the way I think about it is, in particular as we engaged with the regulator about the debate about deposit insurance etc. The ringfence was set up to protect retail and small business depositors, that’s why it’s there. And you can see the extent to which the liabilities within the ringfence are insured. So, the ringfence is a source of liquidity stability for the UK.

So I’ll take the other side of it, which is outside, does it inherently weaken the rest of the Group as a funding matter? Which I think is where your question is going. We gave some additional disclosure, which hopefully helps you understand the insured nature, but also the depth of the relationship outside of the ringfence.

So within the US retail bank, more than 90% insured. Not surprising really, given the nature of the deposit functionality we have there. In the CIB, more than 20% insured. But really also what’s important there is sector concentration, which is obviously really important in the US, the length of relationship, and also, if you like, a reflection of quality of that relationship. Is it just an operational bank account or are they depositing with us on a term basis? And what we’ve seen is an increasing move to term in a rising rate environment.

So from our perspective, as a non-ringfence matter, the diversity and opportunity for deposits there is really significant and exists outside of the UK. And the deposit in flows that we saw quarter on quarter actually are largely non-UK. Our ability to access international corporate deposits is actually a source of strength for us, given the nature of our business.

Chris Cant

In terms of the decision to move the combined Private and Wealth business outside of the ringfence, you talked about wanting to have a customer continuum and not have to move people between legal entities. Presumably there will still be people that have to move legal entities if they’re UK customers wanting to moving into that. So, on the decision to consolidate outside the ringfence bank, [is any other factor driving that?].

Anna Cross

No, no, it’s purely a customer and strategic decision.

Perlie Mong

[..]Again, on Private Banking and Wealth. I guess it’s just about the opportunities because it sounds like in BUK, I think you’re pretty happy with the capabilities you have. So I guess in the non-CIB, part of the business. What do you think of this Private Banking Wealth entity as a growth engine. And I guess if so, what’s different this time because many of the UK banks have tried to push wealth, and when I was here at Barclays, that was one of the things you talked about at the time, and obviously more recently Lloyds as well. So I guess what is different this time?

Anna Cross

Okay. So we do have some ambition to grow it, [...] that’s why we are bringing it back together. What’s different this time? I guess, if you look at the momentum in our Private Bank, I know it’s small, but just go back along the quarterly earnings for the last few quarters, we’ve given it quarter on quarter and you will just see it quietly growing. We have confidence in the capabilities that we’ve got within that business and it feels like a good time to bring them together. So, I think greater clarity of strategy, and the fact that actually we’re basing this on the business that’s already performing, I think this is a different view. Our Private Bank had revenues of more than a £1bn last year. But it’s not a business that we talk about.
I’ve had more questions on that today that than we’ve ever had.

**Alvaro Serrano**

[...]On the impact of Markets, and it’s kind of related to capital allocation. So you’re getting a lot of respect through the performance of FICC, I think that’s clear. Equities in Q1 wasn’t great, last year wasn’t great either. The question is, is that maybe impacts from the structure notes issued last year, and maybe pulling back risk, or is that more of a conscious decision to outlay capital where you see your edge, your stronger edge? Just some colour on that Equities performance, thank you.

**Anna Cross**

There’s a couple of pieces. One is more about performance, one is more about the base. So there’s quite a significant base effect here. So if you look back Q122, our performance was really strong, and quite outsized strong. I think we grew 9% [year-on-year], whereas all of our US peers were down in that quarter. So we are annualising, and it’s quite a significant quarter.

Having said that, what’s particular about our business is we’re pretty strong in equity derivatives. For equity derivatives to really perform, we need some equity volatility within there. Whilst rates and FX volatility was quite high in Q1, equity volatility was pretty low. What you’re seeing there is really the impact that our Equities business is skewed towards a business that does somewhat rely on the volatility. Which is exactly why we’ve been investing in Prime, to try and provide some offset to that. It’s something we’re very conscious of.

We’ll continue to build that franchise out. So there’s no particular impact from the structured notes issuance point. In many aspects, you can imagine in this environment, that type of structured note is much less popular with retail customers than it has been in recent years. So, it’s not a significant impact. It’s much more about the base effect and the structure of our business being quite derivative heavy.

Okay, so if no more questions, thank you very much for your time. It’s good to see you all. And I’m sure I will see you very, very soon. Q2 will be upon us before we know it. So take care. [...]
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